Charge injection and transport properties of large area organic junctions based on aryl thin films covalently attached to a multilayer graphene electrode
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The quantum interaction between molecules and electrode materials at molecule/electrode interfaces is a major ingredient in the electron transport properties of organic junctions. Driven by the coupling strength between the two materials, it results mainly in the broadening and energy shift of the interacting molecular orbitals. Using new electrode materials, such as the recently developed semiconducting two-dimensional nanomaterials, has become a significant advancement in the field of molecular/organic electronics that opens new possibilities for controlling the interfacial electronic properties and thus the charge injection properties. In this article, we report the use of atomically thin two-dimensional multilayer graphene films as the base electrode in organic junctions with a vertical architecture. The interfacial electronic structure dominated by the covalent bonding between bis-thienyl benzene diazonium-based molecules and the multilayer graphene electrode has been probed by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy and the results are compared with those obtained on junctions with standard Au electrodes. Room temperature injection properties of such interfaces have also been explored by electron transport measurements. We find that, despite strong variations of the density of states, the Fermi energy and the injection barriers, both organic junctions with Au base electrodes and multilayer graphene base electrodes show similar electronic responses. We explain this observation by the strong orbital coupling occurring at the bottom electrode/bis-thienyl benzene molecule interface and by the pinning of the hybridized molecular orbitals.

1. Introduction

The architecture of the two- and three-terminal building blocks of organic electronic devices, such as electroluminescent diodes and organic transistors, is largely inspired by their inorganic counterparts. Prototypical organic diodes are based on ITO/molecules or conducting polymer/metal (Al, Cu, Au) junctions with the thicknesses of the organic spacer ranging around 100 nm. Processing methods are widely developed including spin- or dip coating or evaporation. State-of-the-art organic diodes now operate at MHz frequencies and are foreseen to be used in radio frequency identification chips. Practically, the control and understanding of the properties of the electrode/molecule interface is crucial for reaching high performances and designing functionalities, such as electrical rectification. Symmetric current density as a function of bias voltage (J–V) characteristics was widely observed in two-terminal devices and discussed in the case of single molecule junctions, monolayers or oligomer based organic junctions, as in the case of a large variety of aromatic nanostructures between conducting carbon electrodes.

It has been shown that to introduce asymmetry (rectification) in the electronic response of molecular and organic junctions, it is necessary to introduce asymmetry along the transport direction. This can be achieved either by using different contact electrodes (i.e. with different injection properties) as in organic Schottky diodes and/or by using asymmetric anchoring moieties or molecular structures as originally proposed by Aviram and Ratner. Using such artificial systems to create nanoresistors has been widely reported and recently reviewed. The electrode/molecule coupling also plays a crucial role in defining the amplitude of the rectification ratio (RR).
Molecules can be either attached to electrodes via strong (chemisorption) or weak interactions (physisorption). Depending on the nature of the interactions on both sides of the junctions, the RR has been demonstrated to vary from few tenths to few thousands.\textsuperscript{15}

Recently, a record RR up to $10^5$ was reported in allylferrocene-based self-assembled monolayers in contact with a bottom electrode by chemisorption and with a top electrode by physisorption.\textsuperscript{16} The rectification effect was also shown to be strongly dependent upon the position of the Fe unit (i.e. the molecular structure) between the two electrodes.\textsuperscript{17} We have shown before that based on the diazonium approach oligo-BisThienyl Benzene (BTB) forms a high quality organic layer and leads to highly stable organic junctions.\textsuperscript{13,18} We have reported molecular diodes based on diazonium grafting in junctions of the form Au–BTB//Ti/Au where “–” and “/” denote the bottom interface and the top interface respectively.\textsuperscript{19} Those organic diodes presented a large rectification ratio RR of 1000 and we clearly demonstrated that the rectification behaviour in this configuration is proof of molecular signature even if the two metallic electrodes have different Fermi energies. Several molecules have been tested into junctions and the RR varied from $10^{-2}$ to $10^3$ with a very good reproducibility under the same conditions.

In this article, we focus on the electrode’s properties. New atomically thin electrodes made of two-dimensional materials, such as graphene, have been recently proposed and developed to replace more traditional metallic electrodes.\textsuperscript{20} Graphene, multilayer graphene (MG) and graphite were recently used as electrodes to enable contact with rubrene single crystals,\textsuperscript{21} self-assembled monolayers\textsuperscript{22–24} and even single molecules.\textsuperscript{25–30} The advantages of using graphene and MG as electrodes in molecular electronics are numerous. In terms of device operation graphene and MG are less sensitive to oxidation, diffusion and/or to electro-migration. They are also transparent in the visible light range, dopable and are envisioned to serve as a good platform for molecule adsorption.\textsuperscript{31}

The strength of the chemical bonding between a graphene/graphite electrode and molecules was demonstrated to be a key ingredient over the global electronic response of single-molecule junctions.\textsuperscript{29}

Here we demonstrate electrical rectification effects in the case of MG-(oligo(1-(2-bisthienyl)-4-aminobenzene (BTB) diazonium-based thin film/Ti/Au junctions. We show that rectification is directly linked to the strong orbital coupling at the MG–BTB interface like in the well-studied case of Au–BTB interfaces\textsuperscript{31} and to pinning of the hybridized molecular orbitals at the top and bottom electrode/molecule interfaces. Our observation is strongly supported by a comparative analysis of those two device interfaces by electron transport measurements and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy.

2. Experimental section

2.1 Multilayer graphene transfer

MG was purchased on Ni films. The Ni/MG bilayer was first covered with a thin layer of PMMA 950K deposited by spin-coating (4000 rpm) and baked at 110 °C for 10 minutes. The Ni/MG/PMMA trilayer was then gently deposited at the surface of a FeCl$_3$ bath in order to dissolve the Ni substrate. After dissolution, the floating MG/PMMA bilayer was transferred to a deionized H$_2$O bath for 5 minutes. MG was cleaned in successive baths following the recipe described in ref. 32 (i.e., RCA clean). It was then transferred to a deionized H$_2$O bath and then gently “fished” using the substrate. After transfer, the sample was slowly baked from room temperature to 110 °C in order to evaporate the remaining water. The PMMA film was finally removed by immersing the sample in a warm (50 °C) acetone bath for 5 minutes and in an isopropanol bath for 2 minutes.

2.2 Electro-grafting

1-(2-Bisthienyl)-4-aminobenzene (BTB) was synthesized following a published procedure.\textsuperscript{33} For electrochemical experiments, a conventional one-compartment, three-electrode cell was employed. A CHI760C potentiostat (CH Instruments, Austin, TX) was used. The auxiliary electrode was a platinum grid. A SCE (3 M KCl) in an ACN/LiClO$_4$ bridge was used as a reference electrode.

2.3 Experimental setup

DC electrical measurements were performed by applying a DC voltage signal to the junction top electrode by a low-noise voltage source (Yokogawa GS200). The output current was measured by a low-noise current–voltage amplifier connected to the bottom electrode. The amplified output was measured using a digital voltmeter (Agilent 34405A). The sweep rate was 100 mV s$^{-1}$.

2.4 Spectroscopy characterization

XPS and UPS analyses were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum system (VG Scientific ESCALAB 250) with a base pressure of 2 x $10^{-10}$ mbar. XPS was performed using an Al KR X-ray source (1486.6 eV) and a microfocused monochromatic and magnetic lens. The spectra were acquired in the constant analyzer energy mode with pass energies of 150 and 40 eV for the survey and the narrow regions, respectively. UPS was carried out using monochromatic He I (21.21 eV) emission together with a toroidal mirror monochromator.

2.5 Yield and reproducibility

A high percentage (80%) of working and reproducible devices is found in the case of Au–BTB/Ti/Au junctions in agreement with previous reports.\textsuperscript{19} The yield of working devices is reduced when MG is inserted (around 20%). It may be explained by the relatively high peak-to-peak roughness (~10 nm) due to folds of the MG electrode compared to a more standard evaporated Au electrode (~1 nm) as revealed by the AFM image presented in Fig. 1(c). All the J–V characteristics presented are stable over periods of several hours and do not show a significant hysteresis under the used experimental conditions.
Fig. 1 (a) Two Raman spectra acquired at different locations on MG after transfer on a 280 nm SiO$_2$ substrate (laser wavelength: 633 nm). Inset: optical image of a MG film deposited over a 500 nm SiO$_2$ substrate. (b) Cyclic voltammograms of (1-(2-bisthienyl)-4-amino-benzene) (BTAB) electro-reduction in acetonitrile (10 cycles at 0.1 V s$^{-1}$) over the MG electrode. Inset: molecular structure of the BTB molecule. (c) Atomic force microscopy topography image of a MG grafted with BTB molecules acquired under ambient conditions in tapping mode (10 $\times$ 10 $\mu$m$^2$). (d) Raman spectrum acquired on MG/BTB surfaces highlighting the region between 1000 cm$^{-1}$ and 1550 cm$^{-1}$ where the resonances associated with the oligo(BTB) molecules are observed. Inset: Raman spectrum acquired on a high-purity 1-(2-bisthienyl) benzene amine powder revealing similar resonances.

3. Results and discussion

MG–BTB/Ti/Au junctions were fabricated by first transferring a MG layer (purchased from Graphene Supermarket®) over an insulating 280 nm SiO$_2$ substrate. The transfer technique is adapted from ref. 32 and is described in the Experimental section. Two Raman spectra acquired on MG after transfer (laser wavelength: 633 nm) in two different locations are shown in Fig. 1(a), together with an optical microscope image (inset of Fig. 1(a)) of a 500 nm SiO$_2$ substrate covered by the transferred MG. The observed changes in the shape and relative heights and widths of the G and 2D peaks reveal that the number of graphene layers is not uniform over the entire MG film. This is expected as the MG thickness is specified from Graphene Supermarket® to be equal to 4 monolayers in average with local variations between 1 and 7 monolayers. The absence (black line) or the weak (red line) D peak arising around 1350 cm$^{-1}$ confirms the excellent structural quality of the MG after transfer. The MG is then patterned by optical lithography and O$_2$ plasma (70 W during 120 s) in long stripes of 10 mm long and 40 $\mu$m wide.

After fabrication of the patterned MG electrodes, electrochemical grafting of BTB was carried out in solution by cyclic voltammetry. Fig. 1(b) shows a cyclic voltammery characteristic of the reduction of the 1-(2-bisthienyl) benzene diazonium cation at the surface of a MG electrode. It shows an irreversible wave during the first scan [$+0.4$ V$-$ $-0.4$ V], which corresponds to the formation of aryl radicals at the proximity of the MG electrode. In the following scans, the current strongly drops to zero as the conducting surface of the electrode becomes passivated by the growth of an oligo-BTB thin layer. BTB thin films are electro-active and can be easily p-doped at a potential close to 0.5 V/SCE (saturated calomel electrode). As a consequence, the conductance of a BTB thin film can be switched and diode-like behavior with a high rectification ratio is observed in the electrochemical response of outer-sphere redox probes. At the end of the process, the MG surface is fully covered by the organic film as previously detailed for graphene and graphite surfaces. No trace of diazonium salt was detected by X-ray photoelectron spectrometry analysis within the resolution of the detector (not shown). The final thickness and roughness of the BTB film were determined by atomic force microscopy as shown in Fig. 1(c) and were found to be around 10 ± 1 nm. After electro-grafting, the MG electrode was again characterized by Raman spectroscopy. Fig. 1(d) shows the Raman spectrum (laser wavelength: 633 nm) acquired on the MG/BTB surface. While the main features from the graphitic structure, the D, G and 2D resonances, can still be identified, additional resonances (individually marked with colored *”) are observed in the frequency range of 1000 cm$^{-1}$ to 1550 cm$^{-1}$. They are attributed to vibrational modes (stretching vibration for C–C aromatics (1520 cm$^{-1}$ and 1450 cm$^{-1}$) and C–H aromatics (1060 cm$^{-1}$, 1140 cm$^{-1}$ and 1180 cm$^{-1}$)) within the oligo-BTB film. This is further probed by measuring the Raman spectrum of high-purity 1-(2-bisthienyl) benzene amine powder (inset of Fig. 1(d)), where clearly resonances at identical frequencies are observed. In the Raman spectra of Fig. 1(d), the sp$^2$ graphitic structure is still evident as only the topmost layer of MG is chemically functionalized leaving the remaining layer of the MG structure intact. The topmost layer is sp$^3$ hybridized giving rise to the increase of the visibility of the D peak around 1350 cm$^{-1}$. This result is confirmed by measuring the resistance (not shown) of a 2.5 mm long – 40 $\mu$m wide functionalized MG stripe. A value of ~25 kΩ is extracted in good agreement with standard electrical characterizations of MG layers. The top electrode is finally patterned in cross-bar geometry by optical lithography. A thin film of Ti (1 nm)/Au (50 nm) is then evaporated at pressure $<10^{-7}$ mbar and with a low rate <0.1 nm s$^{-1}$ leading to the MG–BTB/Ti/Au organic/inorganic heterostructures without titanium oxide formation. As we have shown previously, such an organic layer was sufficiently robust to allow the direct evaporation of metallic atoms. The titanium layer acts as an adhesion layer for gold vaporization but also as a blocking layer to avoid gold atom diffusion through the organic layer.

An optical image of the devices accompanied by a schematic of a polarized junction is depicted in Fig. 2(a). All the junctions were electrically characterized using standard DC measurement techniques. Details about the experimental setup can be found in the Experimental section. Room temperature $I$–$V$ characteristics for five different MG–BTB/Ti/Au junctions with area ranging from 5 $\times$ 40 $\mu$m$^2$ to 20 $\times$ 40 $\mu$m$^2$ are plotted in Fig. 2(b). A rectifying effect is revealed with a rectification ratio $RR = |I_{–}/I_{+}|$ up to 100. The current density in the conducting states at negative voltages (i.e. current flowing from the bottom electrode to the top electrode) reaches values up to...
0.15 A cm$^{-2}$. The measured resistance of the devices is of the order of 1 to 100 MΩ depending on the bias voltage. It remains well above the series resistance of graphene such that it should not impact the measurements in the DC regime.

To gain insights on the electronic properties of the different hybrid interfaces, we have performed ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) of a bare MG surface and of a MG–BTB interface. As mentioned already, BTB molecules are known to be p-type molecules and transport occurs preferentially through the occupied molecular orbitals. For UPS spectroscopy the MG–BTB bilayer was fabricated following the same procedure with a smaller BTB thickness (3–4 nm) in order to get relevant information for the injection barrier. The secondary electron cut-off and valence band spectra for MG (black line) and for MG–BTB (red line) are represented in Fig. 3(a) and (b) respectively. The very small density of states at the Fermi energy of MG gives the observed rather weak increase of the signal towards the MG valence band spectra for MG (black line) and for MG–BTB (red line). The spectra were taken with the sample biased at −5 V to clear the detector work function. (c) Schematic of the interfacial electronic structure with the reported values of dipoles and barrier. The HOMO of BTB is strongly broadened and shifted in contact with the MG electrode. The orbital broadening decays with respect to the distance from the electrode. (d) Proposed energy level diagrams for a MG–BTB/Ti/Au junction based on our results. The black arrows indicate the charge transport direction. (Left) Electronic structure of the junction at zero bias voltage. (Middle) At negative bias voltages in the passing state. (Right) At positive bias voltages. In the last case, the extraction energy barrier ($\phi_{ext}$) is higher than the thermal energy preventing the current flow.

In case of chemisorption of molecules on metals, orbitals' broadening up to few eV has been calculated for instance, for Co/Alq$_3$ surfaces. It then tends to decay within the molecular layer as also shown for a Co/Alq$_3$ interface and experimentally measured for $N,N'$-bis-(1-naphthyl)-$N,N'$-diphenyl-1,1-biphenyl-1,4'-diamine (z-NPD) deposited on Au.

The top BTB/Ti/Au interface has been recently characterized by XPS highlighting the presence of carbide moieties and a HOMO broadening is thus expected. Based on electron transport measurements and UPS analysis, we propose in Fig. 3(d) a transport mechanism for MG-based organic junctions at zero, negative, and positive bias voltages that explains the rectification observed in MG-based organic junctions. Pinning of the HOMO at both interfaces is considered with a strong broadening at the MG interface due to the strong C–C coupling, it results in a current flow at a negative bias voltage below −1.8 V. On the opposite, at the BTB/Ti/Au top interface, the extraction energy barrier is higher than the thermal energy preventing the current flow at a positive bias voltage. Hopping transport via polaronic states is considered in between the represented interfacial molecular orbitals. Note that the LUMO level is not represented due to the large HOMO–LUMO gap (3.1 eV) of the BTB molecule.

To highlight the effect of the orbital coupling, we compare now the $J$–$V$ characteristics presented in Fig. 2(c) to the $J$–$V$ characteristics measured under the same conditions on Au–BTB/Ti/Au, with BTB film of identical thicknesses. We show in Fig. 4(a) and (b) a schematic of an Au–BTB/Ti/Au junction and different room temperature $J$–$V$ characteristics. They clearly show a rectification effect similar to that of MG based electrode junctions in Fig. 2(c), with RR up to 170 at ± 2 V and...
junction) and the rectification in the same order (slightly smaller value for the graphene barriers. We can note that the current density for both devices is interfacial dipole with the molecules and on the injection nature, on their density of states at the Fermi energy, on their responses (418)

dipoles and barrier.

operating voltages (>5 V).

Our results partially rule out the recent mechanism proposed to explain rectification reported in a slightly different system: graphite/amino-benzene-based molecule/Au tip junction using a scanning tunneling microscope. This mechanism relies on the rapidly varying and highly dispersive nature of the density of states of graphite around the Fermi energy. Focusing on the electrode/molecule interface, our results agree more with the recent work of Sayed et al. in similar systems. They have shown that the injection barrier of PPF/diazonium-based molecular interfaces was independent of the molecular nature of the grafted layer. The effect was attributed to a dubbed “compression” of the molecular orbitals. Our results go a step further in this interpretation by demonstrating that the strong electronic coupling given by the BTB-diazonium moieties dominates the injection properties of the base electrode/BTB interface. They unravel the important role of the “diazonium” approach in organic electronics.

4. Conclusions

We demonstrated the use of atomically thin multilayer graphene as a soft, transparent and transferrable electrode for molecular junctions. A clear rectification effect is reported in MG–BTB/Ti/Au junctions at room temperature comparable to what was observed in Au–BTB/Ti/Au junctions whereas the WF of the MG electrodes is closer to the WF of the top electrode. This is explained by the strong orbital coupling present at the MG–BTB interface and by the pinning of hybridized molecular orbitals at the MG–BTB and BTB/Ti/Au interfaces. A more detailed BTB-thickness dependent UPS study is needed in order to get the evolution of the position and broadening of the different unoccupied molecular orbitals. Moreover, a theoretical support would be interesting to precisely determine the interfacial band structure. This work is a further step towards all carbon molecular junctions which are already proved to more stable than those using classical Au electrodes. Such devices are already used in clipping elements in overdrive circuits. 
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